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Description of Data
Methods
Evaluation of the 2017 Summit was conducted in three ways:
1) Session evaluation forms completed by breakout session attendees. A copy of these short
surveys were given to presenters immediately after their session. Another copy of the
session surveys were analyzed by CTE State Staff to assess the quality and content of all 32
breakout sessions. The 2017 CTE Works! Summit Breakout Session Evaluation Report has
the details of those surveys.
2) Post-Summit online survey sent to all attendees, including presenters and exhibitors.
3) Verbal and email comments from Minnesota CTE Leadership comprised of members of the
Summit Planning Committee which included Perkins Consortia Leaders, representatives
from the Minnesota Association of Career and Technical Education Administrators, the
Minnesota Career and Technical Education Educators, and CTE Staff at Minnesota State and
the Minnesota Department of Education’s CTE units. Names of 2017 Planning Committee:
www.cteworksminnesota.org/summit-planning-committee/.
This report also uses demographic data given by attendees on the conference registration forms.

Limitations
The data in this report provides invaluable feedback about the Summit and CTE professional
development, however this input is limited. While 152 survey responses is a good sample size of
the 462 attendees (33%), this data does not represent members of the Minnesota CTE community
who did not attend this year’s Summit.
No analysis is done of why educators and workforce professionals did not attend the conference
or what might entice them to attend future Summits. This is important to remember when
assessing responses in this report about the location of the Summit. CTE professionals who did not
the Summit because of location or travel issues are not included in the responses indicating
interest in attending a Summit located in a different region of Minnesota.
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Significant Findings
The most visible findings in this report were concerns about the size of this year’s venue, and high
praise for the keynote sessions, especially the morning presenter. Statements about crowded
breakout rooms, hallways, and the ballroom were so numerous that these comments are
separated from other responses to survey questions.
Additional findings from the survey and Leadership comments reveal the desire for a multi-day
conference with more time for networking and collaboration; more professional development
regarding CTE teacher credentialing and licensing; additional resources to support student career
readiness, work-based learning, and industry partnerships; more career cluster and disciplinespecific content; and relevant content for postsecondary and adult educators.

About the Summit
The 2017 CTE Works! Summit was held Thursday, November 2 at the Crowne Plaza AiRE in
Bloomington Minnesota. The 2017 theme, “Soaring to New Heights,” corresponded with the
Crowne Plaza AiRE’s aviation motif and the experiences of morning keynote speaker Captain
Barrington Irving. The one-day state conference featured a morning and an afternoon keynote
session, and 32 concurrent breakout sessions (see 2017 CTE Works! Summit Breakout Session
Evaluation Report). The Summit included pre-conference events on Wednesday, November 1 (see
pages 17-18 of this report).
The annual professional development event is a joint sponsorship by Minnesota State and the
Minnesota Department of Education. Events were made possible through the Carl D. Perkins
Career and Technical Education federal grant administered through the Minnesota State system
office. Learn more about Minnesota CTE at www.minnstate.edu/system/cte.
The CTE Works! website is: www.cteworksminnesota.org/.
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2017 CTE Works! Summit Attendees
This report section uses data from attendee registration forms. Most of these tables and charts do
not include Minnesota State or Minnesota Department of Education CTE unit staff. Breakout
session presenters who came to the Summit to lead their session only and did not attend the
conference are also not included in much of this data.
Attendance



462 Total Attendees and Presenters at 2017 CTE Works! Summit
357 Registered Attendees (CTE State Staff and some Presenters not included)

The official number is 440 attendees at the 2017 CTE Works!. This is the number of people in the
keynote sessions and who attended breakout sessions throughout the day.

Respondents to 2017 CTE Works! Summit Evaluation Survey
1A2) # of Respondents

1A1) 34% of Summit Attendees Responded
Total Summit Attendees
462
Total Online Evaluations
152
Completed

33%

Attendees Who Did Not Respond

Evalaution Respondees
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1B1) Organization Type of Registered Attendees
Workforce Development

7%

Secondary School or District

51%

Other (Please write in below)

6% *

Corrections/Ex-Offender Transitions

7%

Community Organization

4%

College/University

19%

Business/Industry

2%

Adult Basic Education

6%
0
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140

1B2) Organization Type: Other*
Legislative Council (2)
Perkins Consultant
Education Service Cooperative (6)
Career Technical Education Student Organization
Retired
* 28 respondents indicated their role as “Other,” 17 were incorporated into predetermined roles in Chart 1B1.
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1C) Career Cluster/Content Area

Graphic 1C represents the career clusters survey respondents identified as working in or they teach content
related to the career cluster. “Education and Training” is the most represented cluster by a large margin (97
or 234 responses). “Business, Management and Administration” and “Agriculture, Food and Natural
Resources” were a distant second and third, with 23 and 22 responses respectively.
“Education and Training” might be overrepresented in this graphic and not accurately represent the varied
interests of Summit attendees. Considering the large number of attendees working in secondary schools or
districts (see Table 1B), the number of attendees indicating they work in the Education & Training career
cluster/content area might be inflated. Instead of indicating the content area in which the attendee
teaches or the career cluster they are interested in gaining information about at the Summit (e.g.
Information Technology or Manufacturing), attendees selected the area correlating with their position as
instructor or administrator (Education).
See Appendix i for the complete list of career clusters respondents identified with.
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New to Career & Technical Education

1D1) New to CTE?

Yes

No

1D2) First Time at CTE Works!

Yes

No

Approximately three-quarters of this year’s CTE Works! Summit registered attendees have
participated in the conference previously, indicating high value and appreciation for the annual
conference. New CTE participants are those who have worked in Perkins-funded programing or in
career pathways for less than two years,
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1E1) Job Title/Role of Registered Attendees
Other *

21%

3%

Workforce Manager/Administrator

Teacher, Faculty or Instructor

39%

Secondary School or District Administrator

18%

School Counselor/Advisor

2%

Employment Counselor/Advisor

3%

College/University Dean or Administrator

6%

Business or Industry Representative

9%
0
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100

1E2) Job Title/Role of Registered Attendees: Other*































Administrative Associate (3)
Articulation and TSA coordinator
Assistant Director
Board Member
Coordinator
Coordinator of Alternative Programs
Correctional Education
Corrections Technical Education Director (2)
CT Board member (3)
CTE Consultant
Director (6)
Director ABE
Director of Academic Initiatives
Executive Director (6)
Government Relations

IT Program Architect
K12 Collaboration Manager
K12 Initiative
Math-Science Partnership
Nontraditional Student Support Consultant
Online Presence and Communications Manager
Outreach Director
Perkins Coordinator (3)
Program Director Post-Secondary Success
Program Manager (2)
Retired (2)
School Board Director
State Board
Technology Integration Coordinator (2)

* 49 respondents indicated their role as “Other.” Six were incorporated into predetermined roles in Chart 1E1, the remaining respondents did not specify a
roles in 1E2.
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1F1) Attendee Locations (by Area Code)

Minneapolis (612)

Southern MN (507)

Northern MN (218)

Central MN (320)

St. Paul (651)

Southwest Twin Cities (952)

Northern Twin Cities (763)

Other (WI, IL, NY)

CTE professionals from all parts of Minnesota attended this year’s Summit. Based on the area
codes attendees submitted with their registration information (see Chart 1F1 above), people with
phone numbers assigned to St. Paul and the eastern Twin Cities metro area are the largest group
of attendees, followed by those in the southwest Twin Cities area. The third largest group traveled
from northern Minnesota, followed closely by the Minneapolis area code.
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1F2) Attendee Location (by Region)

Twin Cities Metro

Southern MN

Northern MN

Central MN

Other States

Chart 1F2 (above) combines regional area codes to show that attendees from the Twin Cities
metro area are overrepresented at this state conference. Two possible explanations for the low
attendance from other regions:


The Twin Cities has larger numbers of CTE professionals than other regions of Minnesota,
especially secondary educators.



The CTE Works! Summit is traditionally located in a Twin Cities venue, making it
cumbersome for professionals living in Greater Minnesota to travel for the one-day
conference.
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Post-Summit Survey Respondents
The number of people who responded to the post-Summit online survey represents 32% of the total attendees (see Chart 1A2).
2A1) Which best describes you?
NOTE: Most percentages on charts were rounded for display and might not equal 100%.

2%

3%

28%

3%

4%

50%

1%

9% *
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2A2) Which best describes you: Other*
Legislative Council
Perkins Consultant
State Staff
Transition Program (2)
* 14 respondents indicated their role as “Other.” Three were incorporated into predetermined roles in Table 1B, the remaining respondents did not specify a
roles in Chart 2A1.

2B1 [next page]) Which best describes your role?
The chart on the next page shows the roles/job titles indicated by those who responded to the online post-Summit survey. Chart 5 (page xx) is
the roles/job titles of all registered attendees.
NOTE: Most percentages on charts were rounded for display and might not equal 100%.
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5%
7%
14%

8%
2%
3%
6%
13%
27%

8%

1%
8% *
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2C)2 Which best describes your role: Other*
ABE Teacher
ABE Program Director
Consortium Coordinator, Perkins (2)
CTA
State Administrator, State Staff (2)
* 12 respondents indicated their role as “Other.” Not all respondents specified a roles in 2C1.
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Consortia Coordinators Meeting & Pre-Conference Events
3A1) Did you attend the Consortia Coordinators’ Meeting or other pre-conference events on
Wednesday, November 1?

YES = 36

No = 113

3A2) Which pre-conference activities did you attend? (select all that apply.)
Consortia Coordinator’s Meeting (invitation only) = 27

MACTA = 10

ServSafe Training = 1

NAPE Micromessaging Workshop = 1

MN Credit = 10

Networking Reception = 14

MACTA Awards Banquet = 19
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Share your comments and suggestions about the pre-conference events:
3B1) General Comments























It was a long day, but worth it.
You need to include opportunities for teachers, Vocational instructors and students K-12, but also
you need to include opportunities for older students that are continuing education after high
school. Need to provide information for after high school vocational opportunities. Need to provide
information for young adults -- school vocational grants, scholarships and vocational jobs. Invite
business representatives related to vocational jobs for young adults that are continuing training or
vocational education.
Please don't have a meeting in the cities the day after a holiday (Halloween) start at 8 am.
Awesome!
Nice venue. Great large session speakers!
Great time to get to know others and feel connected to CTE in Minnesota
I found all the pre-conference events beneficial!
The event was great as always. I would like to see more presentations for online courses that are
not centered around Quality Matters.
Nothing for CTE directors
I liked the structure and setup having it all contained in one location and on one day.
I thought they were well done.
Also attended the MACTA Membership Meeting, Networking Reception and the MACTA Awards. It
made for a busy day but it was an effective and efficient use of time.
This event is amazing. I personally liked having it at the other location better, but it was still
outstanding. I really liked the speakers and the material we had shared with us. It's a nice way to
network with others.
The trailers were in a horrible position, very hard to get to. Luckily it wasn't raining or snowing
outside, but very cold. Couldn't they have been asked to park closer? Or have a shuttle?
Need more technical information, and more opportunities to ask questions about Perkins
administration
Attendance and expectations of ACTE officials was not communications to Summit planners, didn’t
know VIPs expected to be included in Summit schedule.
Let consortia leaders and others know the open times and room availability for consortia to meet
separately if they want
Liked having pre-conference at same location -- Good for Greater MN travelers
Have more options for pre-conference in the day for CTE leaders who are not consortia leaders
Preconference needed to offer options for CTE directors during that day, was not good for non
Perkins Leaders

3B2) MACTA Meeting





The MACTA meeting was too rushed. We could have used more time.
MACTA Meeting could have been better attended (if not so early).
Have MACTA meeting in evening before the banquet
18
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3B3) Consortia Coordinators Meeting










The pre-conference consortia coordinator's meeting was not very helpful. I would have rather spent
time reading the new handbook and having open networking with my peers.
Well done, although the 'what if' questions in the morning session were a bit depressing for my table.
This venue does not allow for networking for new Perkins Coordinators. They miss the typical fall
meeting.
Discussion during the morning of the Consortia Coordinators' meeting would have been more
effective if done in smaller groups.
Coordinators meeting was beneficial, but crowded.
Loved the format of the Consortia's meeting. Very interactive.
As a MACTA member, I had hoped to attend the consortium coordinators meeting to gather more
information about how Perkins is implemented in the state.
Add leadership strand for consortia leaders – leadership development
Having the Consortium leader’s meeting and the conference in the same location was great!

3B4) NAPE



Helpful and timely information; safe space to discuss issues, could have focused a bit more on
gender as it impacts nontraditional career choice but still relevant.
I would have loved to attend the NAPE Micromessaging Workshop and was disappointed that it
was scheduled at the same time as the Coordinator's meeting.

3B5) MN Credit Meeting


MN Credit meeting was useful, but the beginners session with Ginny wasn't hands on like we were
told it would be.

3B6) Reception & Awards Banquet










I really enjoyed having the networking time at the Reception! I had many great conversations. I like
the new format of having the awards combined and having a dinner the night before the full
conference. The space was small and we were able to enjoy some great conversations. I liked that
the recipients of the awards were able to speak to the group and share their thoughts and have the
opportunity to say thank you. The handing out of awards was not rushed and I liked that.
Food was amazing. Networking reception was generous. Awards dinner was worthwhile. I really
liked the cohesiveness of having both organizations represented as well as Region and National
ACTE representation as well as the legislative team. Really showed full support and celebrated the
successes of CTE across the state!
Prefer the awards ceremony include both MnACTE and MACTA. Would have liked to start with
some awards then have dinner, then more awards. The food was great all events, especially the
appetizers at reception.
I was disappointed that the MnACTE and ACTE Award winners were not recognized on Thursday
(other than being listed in the program).
Wish more would have attended. Need more explanation of event. Also included MnACTE Awards
- not included in program.
Like having reception for casual time together – food and drinks
Loved having a vendor provided open bar –that was fantastic! Really provided a chance for folks to
mingle and catch up!
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Keynote Sessions
Morning Keynote: Captain Barrington Irving
NOTE: Most percentages on charts were rounded for display and might not equal 100%.

4A1) This session met my expectations.
7%

1.43%

29%
63%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

4A2) This session was informative and/or inspiring.

0.72% / 0.72%
4%

28%

67%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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4A3) This session was pertinent to addressing CTE policies and issues.

4%
12%

30%
53%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

4A4) The presenter clearly communicated the main ideas
of the session.

0.72% / 0.72%
7%
27%

65%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Comments on Captain Barrington Irving's Keynote

4B1) About the Presentation

Graphic 4B1 depicts words and phrases used repeatedly in survey respondents’ comments about the
morning keynote speaker.
See Appendix ii for all responses related to the presentation.

4B2) About Applying Morning Keynote Message in Minnesota CTE
Respondents had high praise for Capt. Irving’s presentation inspiring. Some Summit attendees are
interested in bringing him back to Minnesota to speak to a larger group of educators and/or students. “This
session clearly sent a message to us on how as an academic industry we (education industry;
administrators; faculty) need to be agile in order to meet the needs not only of our students, but of the
industries we are preparing our students to serve.”
22
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Other attendees did not think Capt. Irving’s story and experiences relatable to Minnesota CTE students. “It
was hard to relate his experience back to our students and programs due to the unrealistic nature of how
his dreams were realized. To me, his story felt like an exception to the rule.”
See Appendix iii for all responses to this question.

4B3) About the Summit or Venue



I missed the key note because parking was so bad at the venue I had to circle 6 times and
eventually park 2 blocks away.





Missed it because of Map sent out took me to the wrong hotel. Also parking was a BIG issue.



Wasn't room/easy to find a place to sit. Got to conference early but spent 20 plus minutes trying to
park and still had to move.

I missed this session because of parking issues.
I was unable to attend as I was busy trying to find a place to park. There was about half an hour left
of his presentation when I came in yet I was told no room to sit so I didn't enter. I heard he was
really good though.
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Afternoon Keynote: Snapshot Speakers: Employer Perspectives with Kavi Turnbull
(Entrepreneur), Chef Paul Lynch (Hyatt Regency), and Meredith Crosby (Leverette,
Weekes & Co.)
NOTE: Percentages on charts were rounded for display and might not equal 100%.
5A1) This session met my expectations.

2%

9%

39%

50%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5A2) This session was informative and/or inspiring.

4%

10%

41%

45%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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5A3) This session was pertinent to addressing CTE policies and issues.

4%
14%
36%

47%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5A4) The presenter clearly communicated the main ideas
of the session.

3%
10%

44%

44%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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5B) Comments on Snapshot Speakers: Employer Perspectives
General Comments
Several respondents indicated that they liked having multiple, short presentations during the lunch-time
general session. Attendees had varied appreciation for the style and content of each speaker. Each of the
speakers received both negative and positive comments, confirming that having a variety of speakers for a
keynote session is a good way of engaging more of the audience.
See Appendix iv for all the responses to this question.
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Concurrent Breakout Sessions
NOTE: Attendee evaluation surveys from each of the 32 breakout sessions are detailed in the 2017
CTE Works! Summit Breakout Session Evaluation Report. The responses to questions 6A-B are from
the post-Summit online evaluation survey.
6A1) Which breakout session stood out for you the most? Why?

Graphic 6A1 depicts words and phrases used repeatedly in survey respondents’ comments about standout
breakout sessions. See Appendix v for all responses to this question.

6A2) What other session stood out for you? Why?
This question provides another opportunity for respondents to comments on breakout sessions that were
either positively or negatively memorable. The majority of the comments were positive. The sessions that
were mentioned more than once included: “Successful Transitions for Homeless and Highly Mobile
Students,” “Licensure via Portfolio: the Good, the Bad, & the Ugly,” “Using Real-Time Employer Demand
Data to Promote and Develop CTE Career Pathways,” “New Ways to Integrate Human Development into
CTE Pathways, “Changing Perceptions, Shaping Reality: Career Pathways for ALL Students,” Making CTE
Available to All Students Through Design Thinking Activities,” and featured presentation “Growing Our
Own: Future of CTE Leadership,” presented by ACTE president Gina Riggs. See Appendix vi for all responses
to this question.
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Reflect on all the breakout sessions you attended. Then give us feedback on
overall content, relevancy, session time, presenters' style, handouts, etc.
6B1) General Comments
Reactions to the general relevancy and content of the 2017 breakout sessions varied. Comments were
strongly positive or negative about different aspects of the Summit and breakout sessions.
Positive Comments
 Always love handouts and takeaways such as a link to a site that is new that I can use for my
classroom.
 Room hosts were good
 Good variety of session topics
 Sessions were the right length, enjoyed the digital handouts and were relevant.
 Overall this was great. I would love to see more about career and workforce.
Negative Comments
 Weren't enough sessions that pertained to high school staff (not administration). I'd like more
information on what our students can access in the area without necessarily costing the
school/student more money.
 I was surprised by how focused on middle and high school students this conference seems to be. I
am an Adult Education instructor, and my students and their needs were largely absent from the
conference offerings.
 It was too full of a day. The late presentations are not well attended and by that time of the day
everyone is pooped out.
 There was no networking time built into the day, and not enough passing time between breakouts.
 Give actual activities we can do with our students. Talk less...idea share more.
See Appendix vii for all responses to this question.
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6B2) About the Venue

Graphic 6B2 depicts words and phrases used repeatedly in survey respondents’ comments about the
venue as it pertained to the breakout sessions at this year’s Summit. A reoccurring theme in attendee
comments about all aspects of the Summit were the unfavorable size and conditions of the breakout
session rooms and other spaces at this year’s venue.
All of the breakout session rooms were set up with round tables, which cause tight and uncomfortable
conditions. Several attendees, and the Crowne Plaza AiRE staff, recommend using long, thin tables
(classroom style) or no tables with chairs (auditorium style) to alleviate crowding in future Summits.
Additional comments about the 2017 venue noted that the hallways also seemed crowded, and the
ballroom where the general sessions and lunch were held was too full.
See Appendix viii for all responses to this question.
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Exhibitors & Affiliates
Share your thoughts about the Summit Exhibitors and Affiliates.
7A1) General Comments
Sample of responses about the 19 Exhibitors, five Affiliates (nonprofit organizations), and five mobile units
at the Summit.
See Appendix ix for all responses to this question.










All seemed very relevant to the overall CTE work.
Didn't have time to visit exhibitors.
Exhibitors seemed geared towards secondary education.
Getting to the Centers of Excellence trailers (mobile labs) was a bit tough.
Good number of exhibits and good variety.
It was nice to have all the Centers of Excellence.
Made multiple networking contacts.
Nothing was too pushy or over the top.
The exhibitors were great, I even have some new curriculum as a result.

7A2) About the Venue















The exhibits were a little more crowded than in year's past but still doable.
Could have had a larger venue. Breakout sessions were a little tight on space.
Not enough room in the hallways.
This location had a perfect spot with high traffic for vendors and food. Thanks!
I wasn't able to attend two of my top choices because the room was too full.
I've only been to two of these events, and both were overcrowded and had poor traffic flow. Both
of these limit the amount of time you can network, as well as sessions you can see.
The location was "okay." The hallways were seriously congested in between sessions. This almost
seems like a safety hazard in some aspects. Additionally, bathroom accessibility was limited … in my
estimation with 440 people in attendance and really only one set of bathrooms nearby - this does
not seem sufficient for this size of audience. Food was okay.
The venue was too small and the rooms were crowded with people standing in any available space.
The lunch area was also too crowded.
There were to many in a small space. Hard to talk with folks when they are all so tight together.
Venue was not good - too crowded, parking a problem.
I'd like to see more exhibitors for FACS.
Always great to get information and see the vendors and exhibitors there. But, it seems like they are
always cramped for space.
It was extremely difficult to move around. Sessions were packed. The venue was too small. Can we
move back to the Plymouth venue? (NOTE: Plymouth Crowne Plaza hold maximum 300 in its
general session room.)
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Summit Social Media & Communications
Summit Social Media: Did you read or post to the CTE Twitter or Facebook feed before or
during conference?
8A) CTE Works! Social Media Use
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

20%

50%

7%

23%

5
0
Interacted with
@CTEMinnesota on
Twitter

Interacted with CTE
Have interacted with social
Minnesota on Facebook media in the past, but not
during the Summit

Did not know CTE
Minnesota has social
media

% of Respondents

Communications: What are your thoughts about the quality and frequency of the email and
website updates prior to the Summit? What about the program book received at the
Summit?
8B1) General Comments
Respondents indicated satisfaction with the frequency and content of email updates leading up to the
Summit. Some attendees questioned the scope of the Summit contact list – there were potential Summit
attendees who did not receive email or web links about the Summit or received information too late to
arrange registration and travel.
See Appendix x for all responses to this question.
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8B2) Program Book

Graphic 8B2 depicts words and phrases used repeatedly in survey respondents’ comments about the
program book at the Summit.
See Appendix xi for all responses related to this question.
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CTE Works! Summit Comments & Suggestions
Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statements below.
9A) Overall Opinions about 2017 CTE Works! Summit
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Summit met my expectations.

Summit agenda was wellorganized.
Strongly Agree

Summit improved my
understanding of CTE.
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Sessions allowed me to network I can see opportunities to apply
with colleagues.
what I learned when I return to
work.
Strongly Disagree
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What was the one valuable piece of knowledge or information you gained from this year's CTE Works! Summit?
9B1) General Comments
 Good
 Fresh ideas.
 Getting to know and rub shoulders with veterans in the field
allows me to learn the tricks of the trade to make my craft
better.
 strong community of CTE teachers
 Many contacts for future partnership opportunities, and
resource sharing.
 Intermediaries don't want to partner with individual districts
 Networking with colleagues
 Networking (2)
 The ability to network with my colleagues.
 Connecting with other CTE teachers and leaders.
 Stay late to avoid horrible traffic. Come the night before to
avoid horrible traffic.
 The push for teaching coding is not as important as I
thought.
 Be creative in education.
 Education needs to also innovate and really study the
industry.
 Just the continuous reminder of all the skills, etc., that we
need to be preparing students for!! Overwhelming!!
 Teachers thirst for knowledge and feedback from the
business community.
 There is always more work to do to develop career
education, more knowledge to gain and more students to
help to see their career pathway. It's all about the students
and giving them every opportunity to learn.
 Career Pathways
 The enormous number of opportunities and pathways.
 Sharing was caring, and it proved to be a wealth of
knowledge gaining from presenters, exhibitors, and peers
alike. And that is a great thing to have when you are just
starting out - is people and resources to use so I don't have
to redevelop the wheel.





















Great examples of employer-educator partnerships.
The need to link career paths in high school will create our
most successful students and community members.
Reaffirmed importance of CTE and how valuable we are to
our economy and world.
Helping students understand what career readiness is.
Importance of work readiness and employability skills for our
students
Early exposure to CTE content is key to making career
pathways visible to young professionals.
What is coming up in the future regarding industry and
careers.
Teacher shortage and the need to collaborate to solve the
problem.
Information from vendors
Registration process went very well – lines were short and
quick
Redo session strands to include postsecondary as specific
audience
Increase Call for Proposals promotion to postsecondary and
workforce partners
Being in one location (for pre-conference and Summit)
helped, letting consortia leaders check in the day before
helped keep lines down.
Having on site to process credit cards was good
That there are mobile CTE labs out there but not sure if they
are available to checked out for outreach and on campus
events...that was never made clear.
Those trailers are a GREAT resource to the state. Wish I knew
about them earlier.
Contacts with the Centers for Excellence
That we are on track at our school and that the state staff is
willing to support us with advice and technical assistance.
Overall perspective on what's possible in this area of our
schools.
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9B2) Speakers/Sessions
Respondents again used gave kudos to Captain Barrington Irving’s keynote presentation and
breakout session. Repeat comments also showed appreciation for information about teacher
licensing process, and the RealTime Talent data session.
See Appendix xii for all responses related to this question.

9B3) Applying to CTE in Minnesota







Consider student involvement in advisory committees.
Career Tech jobs on the rise in MN. There is a shortage of qualified workers in these jobs
and that will increase in the next 10 years.
Manufacturing apprenticeship and grants to start by DOLI
I learned that there is so much for more K-12 than ABE in terms of CTE. I wish there
could be a better connection to ABE in the future.
STEM should be connected to all CTE courses.
We need to continue to do a better job as an organization in the state getting more
regular ed teachers, administrators, and parents on board with the power of CTE
programs. With the great information presented by speakers and colleagues I will
continue to reach out to community and business partners to help generate even
greater interest in CTE programs for all students.
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9C) In your opinion, what important topic was missed or not adequately covered?
See Appendix xiii for all responses related to this question.























A session on ACTE/MnACTE/MACTA
membership
Addressing policies and practices about
the value of CTE for legislators, parents
and others
Advising resources to promote CTE
enrollment
Applying academic indicators,
contextualized learning
Best practices in developing careers for
graduates of Minnesota State universities
Business/industry partnerships
Challenges of implementing TSAs
Content-area specific sessions
Current innovations at technical colleges
Disabilities in CTE
Faculty development for college technical
program instructors
How to build advisory teams
Inclusion of ABE in CTE
Industrial Technology opportunities
Industry-specific sessions
Integration of technology
Legislative initiatives effecting CTE.
State initiatives & local implementation
















New and visionary CTE programs
Opportunity to network based on
professional groups
Postsecondary and Ex-Offender
Transitions
Pre-conference event for colleges
Promote CTE vs academics with parents
and principals
Secondary/postsecondary collaboration
Serving the needs of adult learners
Session proposals from Minnesota State
campuses
Special Education /ELL work-based
learning
Special populations
Supporting math and reading instruction
in CTE classes
Teacher-led sessions
Vocational information for young adults,
continuing education
Work-based learning/employability
skills/career planning
Workshops for postsecondary staff and
faculty
Your First Year(s) in CTE
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Future Summits & Professional Development Events
10A) Would you consider attending future Summits located in other parts of Minnesota? If
so, where (may choose more than one)?
Charts XX and XX (page xx) indicate that the majority of people who registered for the 2017 CTE Works!
Summit were from the Twin Cities metro area. The above34%
chart indicates a significant number of this year’s
attendees are interested in attending a CTE conference in other regions of Minnesota, namely in St. Cloud,
a metro area closer to the center of the state than the Twin Cities.
16%

16%

21%
15%
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Other suggestions about future Career & Technical Education conferences
10B1) General Comments
















Student preparation. What can I do to
prepare them for what they need to know
to do well once they are no longer my
student? What are these things, including
how to make plans for education, work,
training beyond what they are getting in
my classroom.
Include student presentations
These conferences are great - informative
and inspiring.
Keep them coming.
High energy, positive energy from
attendees for whole day.
None. It is a “sell conference” for business.
Disappointed.
time for networking
None off the top of my head
Include additional "best-practices" being
used throughout the state.
Thursdays and Fridays work best for me. :)
Paperwork
This is the one conference I would travel
throughout the state to attend.
More hands-on opportunities.
wish info was posted out earlier on web
as I tied to apply to my staff development














for funds to attend and wanted to share
with them info beyond Keynote but info
was late in updating and posting.
More business related topics. Bring in
industry professionals for breakout
sessions.
Have sessions related to the five planning
goals.
Add action plan/notes page/professional
development template to attendee folders
In Call for Proposals, recruit more sessions
for colleges, workforce attendees
High teacher involvement was great!
Registration was Super Great!
Nice balance of secondary and
postsecondary folks attending. That was
Great too!
Would love to have an even greater level
of involvement for teachers (them
presenting more).
Greater participation from Business and
Industry partners (not in a vendor kind of
way) but, more “co-presenting” with some
of our programs in order to talk about the
partnership and expectations.

10B2) Summit Agenda/Format
Below is a summary of the suggestions for future the CTE Works! Summit related to conference’s format
and schedule.
See Appendix xiv for all responses related to this question.







Move to 1-1/2 days, have content for postsecondary with workforce development/employers on
second day
Extend conference to 1.5-2 days plus pre-conference day
Keep the pre-conference session offerings.
I like these types of conferences and I wish they were offered a few times per year, verses just once
Have passing breaks longer than 15 minutes to promote conversations
Could we give district leaders an incentive to attend the CTE Works Conference?
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10B3) About the Venue
Not surprisingly, comments about future CTE events related to the venue were similar to responses to
previous survey questions, Several attendees suggested having the Summit at venues with larger breakout
session rooms and a larger ballroom. Several respondents also suggested returning to venues where the
Summit was held in the past, however, most of those venues cannot hold a conference for 450 people.
See Appendix xv for all responses related to this question.

10C) Suggestions for other CTE or career pathways professional development activities

Graphic 10C represents a sample of suggestions for other CTE professional development activities.
See Appendix xvi for all responses related to this question.
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Appendices
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Appendix i
1C) Career Cluster/Content Area
Education & Training *
Business, Management & Administration
Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources
Family & Consumer Sciences
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Manufacturing
STEM
Information Technology
Human Services
Development Education
Marketing
Government & Public Administration
Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
Finance
Architecture & Construction
Liberal Arts
Arts, AV Technology, Communications
TOTAL

97
23
22
17
16
13
12
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
1
1
234

* NOTE: This table might not accurately represent the varied interests of Summit attendees. Considering
the large number of attendees working in secondary schools or districts (see Table 1B), the number of
attendees indicating they work in the Education & Training career cluster/content area might be inflated.
Instead of indicating the content area in which the attendee teaches or the career cluster they are
interested in gaining information about at the Summit, attendees selected the area in which they work
(education).
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Appendix ii
4B1) Comments on Captain Barrington Irving's Keynote
About the Presentation




























Excellent! (2)
Fabulous!!
Was a great speaker with his hand on the pulse of CTE.
Really enjoyed his adventures - motivating and exciting. Wish that opportunity could fall into more
peoples' laps. Meeting the right person at the right time who cared enough to mentor and build a
child up.
He was inspiring and interesting, but his session seemed like a big commercial for his Flying
Classrooms curriculum. It might have inspired me to learn more about him and his company, but I
don't have any other big take-aways.
Probably the best keynote I have ever heard. Very inspiring.
I wish the presentation had been recorded so I could share it with my students.
One of the best key note speakers ever!
He was not as fluent a speaker as he could have been. Lots of pregnant pauses. The content was
very inspirational though.
I would love to have more talk about how to implement ideas such as his within our framework.
He was great! I looked up his website and found some good materials/videos.
Captain Irving spread the message of hope that all children can learn when given the correct
opportunity.
I was left with an unclear vision of what he does, and how his Flying Classroom benefits teachers. Is
this a curriculum that is bought via his website? He had a great story of adventure and
entrepreneurship however I am not sure what to do with what he said.
Since I work with adults, it would be great to hear if he connects with adults or only with children.
He was a true inspiration. I really enjoyed his presentation and message.
I heard great things, but was not able to attend to hear it.
great presentation, very interesting and engaging!
Best keynote I've ever heard. Wish he had shared thoughts on how to get more legislators
interested in funding CTE
Excellent. Administrators and teachers need to hear him
Excellent - thank you!
He was the best speaker I have seen yet at the 2 CTE Summits have been to. His message resonated
with me loud and clear, and his presentation style was lively and fun. He is a true educator whether
he likes it or not... Excellent choice on your part for his wealth of knowledge and activities to
engage CTE students...
Had more of a 'buy my product' feel than I expected.
Phenomenal Speaker
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He was tremendous, gave me renewed found thoughts, energy and ideas to deal with my EBD shift
I teach in the afternoon. They are a struggle to keep attentive.
Awesome. Great interaction and insight for relevance in education. Very inspiring from the
standpoint of real-life stories and current best practices. Highly engaging information that made
you want to hear more.
Very inspirational; great story teller; amazing story-- Love the information about the flying
classroom; will be using that myself.
I like how he addressed education to be more hands-on/interactive with the students.
This was really incredible. GREAT Speaker.
He is outstanding!!!! I wish he could come speak directly to my students!!!
Very powerful speaker and hit many key issues in today's educational world.
Great!
GREAT speaker! Innovative information relevant to many CTE areas.
He was AWESOME. Very good talk, and he kept the audience engaged.
Very engaging speaker with a lot of experience. Would be motivational to students as well.
AWESOME story! Wish I could have him speak to school staff and students
Inspiring and uplifting
I really enjoyed hearing his story and message for future needs of students!
WOW, just WOW!!!!
One of the best speakers I have heard - 36 years in the business.
I wish all of my students could have heard Captain Barrington Irving speak.
Excellent keynote!!!
FANTASTIC!!!
Awesome and Inspiring. The statement he made about his wealth friends having their children
explore "industries" instead of "careers" hit home.
Best keynote for this conference in many years
He is the best keynote you've had at this conference.
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Appendix iii
4B2) Comments on Captain Barrington Irving's Keynote
About Applying Morning Keynote Message in Minnesota CTE



We need to have this man back to Minnesota for ALL educators to hear. His message hits you at the
core. We need to rethink education - especially as it relates to equality and equity AND life
applicability. His methods to excite and motivate students to learn, problem solve and experiment –
is revolutionary. If we could take even a small page from his book we would be in a better place as
a state. I LOVED LOVED LOVED this speaker. He is by far my most favorite keynote ever!



The strategies for student engagement and making academics relevant through CTE was spot on.
More information about the curriculum and materials would have been helpful but he may have
covered in his session?



Excellent! But next time include a speakers that also cover other talents besides technology, or
science. Most teachers and technology instructors need to hear successful programs related to
multiple talents maybe How to open a business, Literature, Arts, sports, Dance sports etc.



Interesting story, but almost unbelievable. How does this relate to "common" CTE faculty who are
in the classroom every day?



While Captain Barrington's presentation was very inspiring, it was hard to relate his experience back
to our students and programs or origin due to the unrealistic nature of how his dreams were
realized. To me, his story felt like an exception to the rule and while I am very excited for the lives
he is touching with his current mission, I struggle to find a direct connection to relevant CTE
shortages. I am sure however, his suggestion of simply igniting a passion for exploration is deeply
motivating to many.



This session clearly sent a message to us on how as an academic industry we (education industry;
administrators; faculty) need to be agile in order to meet the needs not only of our students, but of
the industries we are preparing our students to serve. Timely and motivating.
Did not like written statements from Chancellor and MDE Commissioner. Have video of each or
video together with Commissioner and Chancellor.
Have both Chancellor and MDE Commissioner in attendance for morning session, schedule enough
time for remarks.
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Appendix iv
5B) Comments on Snapshot Speakers: Employer Perspectives
General Comments





























Great idea to have the rotating speakers during lunch.
All three speakers were excellent.
Panel discussions are always good! Lots of helpful information to share with students
Enjoyed snippets from each, and they all had a unique message that resonated with me.
Reminded me how hard we all work …
Something of a mixed reaction to the three collectively. I didn't think the third presenter was as
strong in content.
Well done!
All keynote speakers were phenomenal
Afternoon Snapshot speakers worked well together
They were good. But information was mostly related to K-12 teachers. Not much for vocational
instructors.
I liked the format, all were very inspirational.
Not sure how to use what it was that they were saying in my classroom. I really look for
information or skills I can take with me to my students. There was nothing new offered by the Chef
or the third speaker, while entertaining they were not sharing anything helpful. The first speaker
was the best and had information worth hearing.
This was a first experience for me, and I really enjoyed hearing from three different speakers. What
a great concept!
Really enjoyed these speakers.
Great variety of presenters backgrounds and industries.
Great mix of styles and areas of expertise.
These 3 should have preceded keynote, as they were slightly anti-climactic after Barrington's
bravado
I thought they were very effective and were very honest about their areas of expertise.
Great idea to have the speakers rotate in - thank you!
Each speaker gave me a tidbit or two of something new to use in curriculum. Always appreciate
that.
Nice action packed event. Second speaker not so engaging.
I enjoyed their presentations. They did a good job of delivering their message and passion.
Good mixture of speakers. I thought the aspect of each bringing an entirely different career and
background made them interesting.
I enjoyed the different perspectives.
Some of these speakers were less interesting, but they still did a good job.
Great snapshots of what is going on in current employment and postsecondary opportunities.
Very interesting
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It was too lengthy. I think each speaker had something good to share, but by the last one, I think
people's attention was waning. Maybe that session could have been better done as an "expert"
panel discussion that has speakers respond to specific questions that relates to careers or issues in
CTE.
Like this format for lunch
Great way to present varied perspectives of careers. Love the snapshot concept!
Variety of speakers sent a similar message as the morning keynote. Agility; preparing our students;
relating to the industries we are preparing our students for.
All were great!!!
Enjoyed listening to different perspectives.
Good mix with varied benefits to the overall group.
All were GREAT!
Great stories
This format has been done so often, it is time to change it up
The difficult to follow along with second speaker, third speaker was inspirational but it was difficult
to see CTE connection.
Again, very good speakers.
Did not attend the afternoon session (8)
I especially loved the faculty from Century. :)
Kavi did an outstanding job!
Chef Paul Lynch is a friend and he did an exceptional job of representing the life of a chef.
Chef Paul went a bit long and spoke as if he was speaking to students, rather than educators or
peers. Others were better.
Got lost when the Chef spoke as there was no presentation to go with.
Chef Paul Lynch could have used visuals
I enjoyed this session, but the Chef spoke too long and did not have any visuals.
I enjoyed the chef the most.
Meredith Moore Crosby was outstanding. I hope we get more women of color and diversity in the
future. Her remarks changed my outlook on the community and what I can achieve in the world.
Thank you!!!!
Meredith Crosby was great.
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Appendix v
6A1) Which breakout session stood out for you the most? Why?



























Barrington. HANDS DOWN.
Barrington Irving - was casual conversation because his presentation was not working and talked
about how we work with CTE students.
Captain Barrington. Because he got it and because he talked like a real person.
Barrington's Keynote was outstanding.
All were really well done. I liked Captains.
Barrington Irving's follow up session was very conversational and allowed the audience to interact
in a manner that addressed the individual needs of the participants.
Captain Irving's breakout. There was a lot of audience participation.
I enjoyed the extended discussion with our keynote speaker even though his technology failed.
Inspiring students through STEM
online workshop - Bad it is killing rural schools
Research on how post-secondary spends Perkins funds. Insight into how other institutions allocated
resources.
New Work Coordinators Session
DOLI presentation on manufacturing because my school is currently working on this
More informative was the CTE update on health services...although I am still so very disappointed
and frustrated with our MN Dept. of Ed
MDE rep was helpful and candid at the Health Science meeting during block A. She was
knowledgeable and helpful on the licensing and program approval.
I was able to use information from each session I attended right away.
Real Time Talent. Good content, answering questions, and handouts.
RealTime Talent was informative and great information for planning pathways in our school district.
Erin Olson from RealTime Talent, very informative and information that can be used
Real Time Talent because it showed a practical application to using the product.
Employer Engagement: A Win-Win Strategy
Employer Engagement: A Win-Win Strategy. This was the right information I needed at the right
time. The presenter was very knowledgeable about the topic and actually gave actionable items to
work on verses being very vague like a lot of presentations usually are.
employer engagement - very good presenter with interesting info
Mentorship – ProStart, Monique and Tom are passionate about giving students an exceptional
experience.
Teaching, Assessing and Reporting Career and Employability Competencies because it had practical
ideas that could be implemented right away. The presenters said they had materials that they were
willing to share. ***Ultimately though I could not access their materials. I tried emailing them to
see if they would send me their materials and never received a response. This was very
disappointing. They knew that conference goers were having trouble accessing their materials and
said that they were going to look into it to ensure that they would be able to get them. I was
excited to be able to use the materials with my classes and tried to search the web for them and the
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MDE website where the presenters said we should be able to find the basic CTE competencies but
could not locate them.
Connecting with Industry: The Power of Mentorships. Speakers were very enthusiastic and shared
their experiences. Was a little long-winded, however.
Data sessions were always a great refresher and help.
Classroom Team Building Activities That Teach Employability Skills Useful, ready to use classroom
material
Interactive activities for students- AH teachers. Lots of ideas that could be implemented immediately.
SciGirls - Ways to engage girls in science. It was interesting, different, gave me some ideas about
how to engage girls in science.
SciGirls
The Value and Promise of Career Technical Education- Contained relevant data that can be used
with consortium to support high school pathways.
Communicating the Value of CTE. I was unaware of Advance CTE prior to this presentation and
their research is very relevant for what my organization is working on in regards to recruitment.
Advance CTE, very relevant research!
Data session from SWCC
The homeless session was great and very informative as well as eye opening.
Food Defense - I could use the information presented in my teaching.
Food Defense curriculum and simulation
Burnsville High School team presenting about their new pathway program. I liked hearing about a
role model for us to look to in the state. Even if we don't have the same opportunity to apply it
now.
Licensure. I needed an update
New Teacher Presentation was well attended and helpful.
The financial literacy session as it provided ideas and materials that I can use (at no charge) within
my classroom.
Licensure via Portfolio: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly. It was well presented and valuable
information for me to share with my secondary teachers.
Teacher Licensure. It was relevant and had all of the right players in the room.
Teacher licensure via portfolio - How much we don't know about the process!!
CTE Teacher Licensure - gave up-to-date information
New Coordinators Session (D). Was able to get answers to problematic questions in a safe
environment...
Work-based learning session - very relevant
United Way session, What happens when we step out of the way. I was inspired to consider a
writing a grant for work-based education initiative.
The information presented on work based learning. I feel this is an area that still needs to be
addressed for all students and learning more about the process is always useful.
The last session presented by Burnsville High School stood out most to me. It was most applicable
and inspiring to my particular CTE needs (how to coordinate career readiness into the classroom)
Program approval. It provided further input into how they are done.
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Successful Transitions for Homeless and Highly Mobile Students. It is a hot topic on our campus
right now. It is nice to know the State of Minnesota has an Office that is dealing with this issue and
that there are resources available.
Tech IT Out. Love all the options for curriculum
ABE teachers
Youth Skills Training. It is applicable to learning work we are doing in our district.
I really enjoyed the New Teacher CTE session. I am not a new teacher yet work with them and
found the speakers to do a good job on describing how it is to be new to CTE and the demands of
the job. It shed a new light for me. I also appreciated the book they had for each of us.
Teaching, Assessing and Reporting Career and Employability Competencies, I enjoyed this session
the most because it fit into my current level of teaching. As a secondary trades teacher, these
employability skills need to overshadow the content for those students who have no clue what the
workforce is like. This session addressed that exact need.
Teaching, assessing and reporting career and employment competencies - highlighted the
shortcomings of a single letter grade
Teaching, Assessing and Reporting Career and Employment Competencies --Applicable to our
students. Letter grades do not show employment skills.
Inquiry based instruction session was well presented and it provided great examples of how it
works.
Manufacturing, Youth Skills Training program. Sounds like a great program. Maybe it will be
something that I can use in the future.
Data
Developing the Advisory Board to strengthen CTE in the schools
hard to pick one all great
Gina-Growing Leaders
The leadership session
The one that was done by the St Thomas Instructor (formerly STOUT grad) was intuitive yet
applicable. (NOTE: Making CTE Available to All Students Through Design Thinking Activities)
Career employability skills evaluation and grading. I am excited to hear that there is conversation
beginning about these important skills being a part of the student evaluation process.
Honestly, I didn’t have any that really stood out. There was a lack of sessions in my subject area.
There were also sessions that were closed because they were full. I think these were great sessions
for educators, but were not able to attend.
None. Each was trying to sell its own product
none really stood out
None of the sessions I wanted to attend had enough room to attend. The one session was out into
the Hall, while the larger room sessions were almost empty.
None I attended
None! The breakout sessions were not informative this year.
Did not attend sessions as an exhibitor
To be honest the all the sessions were good BUT everyone I attended was packed. Not enough
seating for all who attended.
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Appendix vi
6A2) What other session stood out for you? Why?


























Successful transition for Homeless and Highly Mobile Students. With those populations growing in
our schools, important to know how to help them and the resources available.
Transitions for Homeless. I liked hearing the Minnesota statistics as we are going to have some
sessions at our school dealing with Hunger and Homelessness.
The one on Homeless students.
Homeless transition. Lots of good information, although it felt a little bit overwhelming.
Secondary Licensure. The more I can understand secondary perspective and issues; the better
partner I can be.
The licensure session was informative and also relevant to our needs in greater Minnesota
Had many questions that only someone in that area could really answer. Got all questions
answered satisfactorily. (NOTE: Not sure which session this refers to.)
Manufacturing curriculum presented by 360 Sue Sellars
zSpace??? the last one with the 3D anatomy dissecting...loved it but 45K plus
Some sessions were "full" in that the room was physically crowded and there were no chairs
Science girls. Good presentation about who they are as a non profit.
Like the SciGirls presentation because of the very good conversations that came out of it.
Using real-time data - We are a data rich system in core academics and learning how to use relevant
data to support and develop CTE is an area of growth for most districts.
Real-Time Talent - the opportunity to access pertinent labor market information
The one about the workforce with RealTime Talent. Erin was a skilled presenter and their research
into the needs of employers was very insightful.
RealTime Employee Demand Data was a bit disappointing. The presenter seemed very nervous the
entire session. Voice was shaking.
Using reality works for hands on learning. I would have liked more hands on and ideas, not so
much of a sales pitch.
I did not like the Human Development session with RealityWorks because it was all about their
products and nothing new to me. I would have preferred actual info about how to teach Human
Development in new ways.
I attend one other one that was great -- new ideas from FACS teachers which I really liked... the
Reality Works one was too much information and not enough showing us the equipment.
Elk River Culinary....it is such an excellent partnership with industry...with the students learning at
the forefront.
Apprenticeship Need to know how to make it work in small communities
It was nice to hear from Gina Riggs as a national CTE representative.
BARRINGTON. ;) I really like the lunch keynotes too.
I wasn't impressed with Barrington Irving's follow up session. His activities are the exception and
not the rule. Although impressive, we need more "realistic" examples of how to motivate students
through STEM.
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Captain Barrington. His passion for hands-on experiences has motivated me to consider writing a
grant for work-based education.
the session with the keynote speaker, further expanded his thoughts on education and where we
need to be headed in education
Unfortunately, none of the other sessions that I attended were helpful to my practice.
I also found the "Come Along on a SLEDS Ride." I found knowing how to access this data could be
very useful in what I do.
Assessment. Looking forward to the Anoka Google docs share and curtailing it to my classroom.
The engaging learners after lunch was not value added..... seemed misrepresented, packed and not
easy to leave the room once I realized it wasn't relevant.
Although I thought all sessions were really good. One that stood out was the Easy Design
Strategies for Engaging, Student-Centered & Organized Courses. I thought the women presenting
were very knowledgeable as well as passionate and had an energy that was contagious. Other
presenters were like this as well yet these two just stood out for me.
The session on Burnsville's pathway program. We are trying to implement something similar at our
school. The information was very beneficial and I hope to follow-up with a tour.
Burnsville's Pathway to Career & their new STEM building presentation. It was everything I wanted
to do with CTE 15 years ago when the pathways were ignited from the State. I am sad however
that ALL the Dakota County High schools/Districts was not able to be part of what One91
innovatively followed up on. This should have been a collaborative effort by with high school and
use intermediate 917 to BE the CTE part of this pathway and partnership with the industries and
businesses in Dakota County to provide for ALL students in the CTE "pathway" that live in Dakota
County. We seem to have several kingdoms with their dreams, goals and projects for the
betterment of their students and not the entire county community to meet the needs of businesses
and industries in the county.
Employer engagement-Kim Mueller. I think this topic and format for creating business and
education interactions is vital to CTE programs. She does a nice job of showing the overall picture
of what is possible and what past practices have helped to develop the program in Mankato.
Classroom Team Building Activities for the 21st century - engaging activities for students with a
much needed focus on 21st century skills.
What’s Possible When We Get Out of the Way - didn't share how this format of instruction benefits
students. I would have liked to have seen more research data as to how it benefits students. Easy
Design Strategies for Engaging, Student-Centered & Organized Courses - Some good ideas, but I
was hoping for group activities that related to CTE classes/curriculum
Allocation and alignment of Perkins funds: a multi-state study - showed the disconnect for survey
participants between the purpose of Perkins and the accountability measures
I enjoyed Captain Irving's breakout session. I enjoyed his can-do approach to problems.
New ways to integrate Human Development into CTE Pathways. This one stood out in a bad way.
This really felt like a sales pitch and did not have a learning component to it. It was about a half
hour and many people walked out. It was not valuable to all of the groups advertised.
Advanced CTE and buzzwords for marketing our CTE programs is helpful as we create collateral
and try to engage our community.
The last one I attended about activities I could use in the classroom with candy and hula hoops.
Making CTE Available to All Students Through Design Thinking Activities, I enjoyed this as well
because it helped remind me that it is the process that is important and not the product. As I work
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with my students I need to continue to be mindful that it is important for them to learn the process
and not the product I visualize. This is important for growth mindset.
Licensure by portfolio
I attended the Reve Academy/United Way session - I found it really confusing. not sure how I would
utilize or access what they're doing. PowerPoint hard to read, not helpful. I attended the RealTime
Talent - I may be able to use this website, but it would have been great to see a demonstration of
the website. Not so much info on how they got going. Good handouts. I attended the
Manufacturing session (youth skills training). Great info/program. Not something that's up and
running yet so I can't access it for my students, but good to know that I might be able to in the
future. Clear PowerPoint, good presentation.
ACTE Leadership Session - good information for new leaders
Most were good. The one on leadership seemed low on content and relied too much on the
participation piece. I like interactive, however this session seemed solely based on interaction.
Enhancing Employment Outcomes for Every Young Person in Minnesota
Good
All were good, none really stood out.
Activities to teach employment skills ( soft skills)
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6B1) Reflect on all the breakout sessions you attended. Then give us feedback
on overall content, relevancy, session time, presenters' style, handouts, etc.
General Comments



















Content was just meh. I didn't come away with anything real meaningful. Session times are fine and
presenters did well with their material. I just didn't get information that is going to be helpful for me.
Overall, I feel like there weren't enough sessions that pertained to high school staff (not
administration). When it boils down to it, all of the new programs are great but as a counselor, I
don't have the ability to make the decision to bring them into a school. I'd like more information on
what our students can access in the area without necessarily costing the school/student more
money.
Always love handouts and takeaways such as a link to a site that is new that I can use for my
classroom.
Overall, all were interesting
I was surprised by how focused on middle and high school students this conference seems to be. I
am an Adult Education instructor, and my students and their needs were largely absent from the
conference offerings. My students want to improve their opportunities and pursue higher
education. Where is the focus on helping them be successful?
It was too full of a day. The late presentations are not well attended and by that time of the day
everyone is pooped out. Trying to get it all in and still have time to really look through the gallery
walk just is not reasonable. I can understand why you want to try to do all of this in one day.
Attendees from the metro area likely don't want to come down twice. However, from just an
outstate perspective, we all leave early because we don't want to get stuck in the horrible rush hour
traffic, especially when we are all the way down by the mall which is the worst traffic. it would be
better to start in the am of day one for the pre-attendees, start after lunch for the actual conference,
go until 4 or 4:30 and finish up by noon the next day. This was how the recent MREA conference
was held last weekend and it was wonderful. Those of us from outstate are likely spending one
night anyway so there wouldn't be additional cost for attendees. I realize this may mean renting
conference space for one more morning but in the long run, it would provide a much better
conference atmosphere and more networking time (which is better than any breakout anyway).
Great conference
Room hosts were good
Content, topics of breakout sessions were very good. Most sessions were full.
People continuing conversations after sessions end means topics were engaging.
Good variety of session topics
I liked the sessions I attended, but I needed time to network and talk to people. There was no
networking time built into the day, and not enough passing time between breakouts. The
presentations were good. would have liked to network at lunch instead of listen to more people
talking.
I understand that it is necessary to go paperless but presenters should ensure that their links are
working or at the very least make sure they get them up and running when they say they will. We
are professionals and should be courteous enough to follow through with what we say we will do.
I believe there are not enough sessions directly tied to helping CTE teachers. The summit is great
for district, school and community members but not a lot of sessions directly tied to improving
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teaching and learning for the actual teachers. While, I love attending I don't know if I would push
my staff to attend.
Some breakout sessions were less relevant than I though they were going to be based on what was
written in the program booklet.
Sessions were the right length, enjoyed the digital handouts and were relevant.
I didn't find that much relevant to the work I do with Adult Basic Education. The focus seems to be
more on the K-12 CTE and not too much for ABE. I wish there could be a way to have everyone
together because that is what we need to do in the real world. We have to make sure that K-12
and ABE teachers are addressing all learners.
The few that I could get into had relevant materials and handouts.
great conference.
I enjoyed the sessions I attended and learned something new in each one.
Good variety of topics. Session time appropriate. Needed more time between sessions
Good mix of topics to choose from.
Needed more time in sessions for questions, and also more time in between sessions. Some
sessions went long and then I was rushed to get to the next one and not be late. Also, good
handouts and good PowerPoints.
Felt rushed in between. Hallways were crowded, but I wanted to stop and talk.
I think all sessions were effective, but some sessions will resonate with certain people while other
sessions will resonate with different people.
I was a presented in "Teaching Tools for Manufacturing in Minnesota". This is the third time I have
been a part of a presentation at CTE Works! Summit. Last year and again this year, the presentation
was during the last block (3-4 p.m.). I really feel you need to finish all the presentations by 3 p.m.
Very few people (ones who probably don't have as far to drive, or who are planning on staying in
the cities one more day) come to these final sessions. All the work put into the presentation, plus
having to drive 3 hours home afterwards seems a little dishearten when less than 10 people come
to the session (about the same as last year--different presentation).
Relevancy - on point Session Time - perfect Presenter style - always welcome to see somebody way
of doing things to add to the tool bag Handouts - always appreciate anything as a takeaway
Hot and cramped.... hardly any sessions relevant to classroom teachers. I have been attending for
years and can't find a reason to invite my colleagues in the classroom as there aren't enough bestpractices sessions for teachers that aren't entirely product based (when we don't have extra money
to buy or replace the things -if we initially get Perkins funds. Best practices in Advisory Committees,
business/industry partnerships, student orgs, technology integration, simulation/hands on activities
etc could be possible sessions.
This was my first time attending and I really enjoyed the conference. I thought the presenters were
well prepared, could answer questions and had energy and compassion to what they do!
Great variety of topics and sessions. I think this provided something for everyone whether it was
new information or topics that needed refreshing. Timing of sessions was fine.
Learned much and was very relevant for field.
I felt the breakouts were very relevant for classroom techniques and how to promote CTE in high
school. I also think you put together a nice variety of breakouts to make sure there was something
for all audiences during each session.
All four breakouts I attended were very good. So far have been unable to access the presenter's
power point from the Anoka-Hennepin folks for reporting career and employability competencies.
I appreciated the opportunity to explore the mobile labs. In a world where we stress hands-on
experiences, it can be a long day of being talked at. I appreciated the sessions that allowed us to
interact and participate throughout the session.
The ones that I attended were well done. Several had overflow which is a good problem to have.
Overall this was great. I would love to see more about career and workforce.
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Give actual activities we can do with our students. Talk less...idea share more. More space for the
sessions. The sessions I attended were full.
Overall the breakout sessions met my expectations, were varied in topics covered, and I was able to
walk away with things I can immediately use.
In general, the presentations were good. The space in the rooms was cramped and too small for the
amount of people. I appreciated that all materials were available via the CTE Works webpage.
I really liked each one and the handouts were very helpful. I like being able to come back to my
classroom with new ideas to teach the same things I've been teaching!
I enjoyed the sessions that I attended. They were insightful, well planned and gave an opportunity
to reflect back on my own school program of studies and look at ways to improve and enhance for
better student learning experiences. The other thing that is good is that we get a chance to
network with others that are in our content areas and we can learn from them as well. I liked the
hand-outs, however, in this day and age, we should be using more document sharing like google
or word to access the handouts and materials. This would make reviewing at a latter date easy.
The sessions I attended did not fit my needs.
I would like to see more sessions for classroom teachers. Is there is a way to encourage more
classroom teachers to submit proposals?
I thought they were good.
I did not feel a lot of the breakout sessions were geared towards CTE secondary teachers and the
ones I thought would relate, did not go with what the book said it was going to talk about. Also, it
is hard to get a lot out of a session when so many are standing, hard to see the screen, just so tight
and people going in and out.
Good choices - hard to pick which one to attend
Thought for next year on breakouts: is there a chance we could add more sessions that relate to
business education and/or industry areas specific to business and marketing? It seems like Ag, FACS
for example are represented pretty well with sessions. I'm hoping we can add more to business in
future years. Perhaps a survey could be sent out to the MBITE membership or state directory of
business educators by Mr. Breuer sometime early on to see what business/marketing teachers
would like to see.
I've been coming to this event for many years and this facility was the most crapped and congested
one that I've been to.
I think they all were relevant and very good!
Were good. One of them did not have the correct identifier regarding being mostly applicable to
on-line class development.
The information presented in all the sessions were very factual in nature, and provided a scope for
moving forward in our CTE initiatives. Having the presenter's slides/notes linked in their presenter
profiles for the summit would be helpful.
The breakouts were OK. But overall, I'd say this was the best conference yet. It had good flow and
with the good keynotes - a good tone was set.
liked the digital hand outs Would prefer more Special Education topics
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6B2) Reflect on all the breakout sessions you attended. Then give us feedback
on overall content, relevancy, session time, presenters' style, handouts, etc.
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All were really good...one consideration would be room sizes, as some of the sessions got tight for
space.
The room was very crowded and stuffy.
Crowded rooms
What stood out the most to me was the crowded conditions made it difficult to even concentrate room temperature was too hot with so many people in the room and the technology was not upto-date for presenters to use.
Both of the morning sessions I attended were overcrowded and this made the room
uncomfortable, although the presenters did a great job in dealing with the issue, and distractions it
caused. I attended an afternoon session in the atrium area by the pool. The long and skinny room
has poor visibility for the PP presentation and acoustics were difficult.
The space made it incredibly difficult to attend breakout sessions. Most of the ones I wanted to
attend were so full you couldn't even get standing room only to join. The space was not a good fit
for this conference.
Crowded rooms
The rooms were too small to accommodate the people. The layout of some rooms made it difficult
to see the presentation. Please find a better facility. Maybe allow for pre-indication of sessions
attending so that you can allow for enough room to accommodate everyone interested. There
were several presentation I could not get into the room. You could also consider repeating
presentations if there is a lot of interest.
It would be so helpful if you could get the room size right. Two of the four rooms for the sessions I
attended were too small and very crowded. This has happened every year I have attended. I think
this time tables took up too much space.
Some rooms were too small for the group who wanted to attend.
All sessions were too crowded Rooms were too small Technology issues
Only complaint would be that the rooms were set up in a really tight format. I would suggest just
having chairs in the rooms without tables. Made it hard to get in and out of most rooms.
Some rooms were too small for the popular topic.
Room arrangements were awkward. Difficult to move into/within the room. Classroom setup
would have been preferred.
Rooms not large enough to accommodate attendees
Really good speakers - Would like to see portable sound systems - Something simple like a
microphone and speaker so we could hear no matter what part of the room
Overall, the sessions I attended were done well by the presenters--given very tight room limitations.
I ended up not getting into 2 of the sessions I wanted because the room was maxed beyond
capacity.
The breakout sessions I attended were in rooms much smaller than they should have been.
Not enough room /space in all parts of the day Food was outstanding
Crowne Plaza suggests classroom seating instead of round tables for more mobility in rooms (same
number of seats)
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7A1) Share your thoughts about the Summit Exhibitors and Affiliates.
General Comments


























Didn't have time to visit exhibitors; Not as relevant for me.
The exhibitors were great, I even have some new curriculum as a result. I also was able to network
with some to learn more people in my area to contact for help with transition.
Enjoyed connecting up with various companies we use.
Not enough time to do the gallery walk. Too many Breakouts for one day.
Enjoyed talking to the vendors. The program was excellently organized! Program materials looked
very professionally done.
You need to include businesses for vocational instructors. You need include Exhibitors in the areas
of Literature, Arts, Science Technology, Sports and Dance Sports for K-12 and Young adults
Good variety, very relevant, most I have worked with before, but enjoyed connecting.
Appreciated the opportunity to have an exhibitors table, along with my Center of Excellence
colleagues. Thank you!
It was nice to have all the Centers
Have scheduled time in Summit agenda for attendees to visit mobile labs
Invite high school groups to visit mobile labs (Could get media coverage from Minn State if students
are there)
Make sure you send out correct hotel address. I went to west Bloomington first.
Exhibitors seemed geared towards secondary education. I only talked to Real Time Talent.
Excellent variety of exhibitors.
Exhibitors were effective. I especially enjoyed talking with the Precision Exams reps and the zSpace
rep. I also visited the trailers outside. This was a good opportunity to see these trailers and speak
with the faculty; however, I don't think many took advantage of this opportunity. This may be due
to the weather or lack of time in the schedule.
Certainly, you can tell that organizers put a lot of effort into the conference and those aspects are
appreciated. I think next year please think about traffic flows in the hallways for the conference.
Considering "pre-registering" for break-out sessions may help manage capacity in some of the
rooms. Somewhere extremely full with people sitting on the floor.
Really liked the exhibitors as well. Have some curriculum coming my way that would have not
known about until I saw it at the Summit. Made multiple networking contacts. Well-oiled and high
polished machine. Kudos to all involved in the design, implementation, and follow through - makes
it all very enjoyable and a great learning forum.
I did not stop by the exhibitors.... area was hard to navigate.
They were all friendly, approachable and welcoming with knowledge of their program/product.
Not very approachable
Only concern I have is the IT support from either the conference staff or the hotel staff that
computers, projects and microphones all needed to have additional help throughout the day.
Good number of exhibits and good variety. Nothing was too pushy or over the top. All seemed
very relevant to the overall CTE work that everyone does.
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Nice array, would like to see even more next year.
Very cool technologies where available to test which I find very useful.
liked that the number of exhibits had increased
The interactive mobile labs were very enjoyable.
Getting to the Centers of Excellence trailers was a bit tough. The weather was chilly. I would have
enjoyed spending more time there, but did not have a coat warm enough!
I would've liked to get out to the 4 trailers outside, but they were not located close enough for me
to duck out of a session and visit them. They were also done by the time I was going to leave.
Excellent. I visited the mobile units outside and that was excellent as far as the hands on visual
technology available.
Very nice, great gifts to bring back to school.
I felt the exhibitors that were there did an awesome job connecting with us, the products are all
cutting edge and the representatives were very attentive to what we talked about.
We should have more postsecondary schools there. Also, more related to IT
As a work based learning coordinator working with students with disabilities, this does not seem
like the best conference for me.
Need more time. People are leaving by 2:00 p.m. Have you considered 1 1/2 days for the event?
That would give people time for informal conversation.
Excellent - good displays and well-spaced out.
I would love to see/hear from the exhibitors and affiliates in a more open forum as opposed to the
one on one nature of individually booths. More directed activities that help instructors to connect
with others who teach/work in similar program areas would be highly beneficial.
Great opportunity to connect with vendors. Thanks for that!!
Informative
I did not take advantage of pre- or post- events, however, I think there could be more network time
baked in to the agenda? Overall it was VERY good though. I was so busy trying to get to the
sessions and the hallway vendors it felt overwhelming and not enough time to truly network with
other professionals.
Loved having the exhibitors there! Esp. Stout & Reality Works
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8B1) Communications: What are your thoughts about the quality and frequency of the
email and website updates prior to the Summit? What about the program book received at
the Summit?
General Comments
































Updates certainly adequate. Felt very informed.
Updates were helpful. Highlighting keynote speakers and pre-conference sessions would be a good
advertisement to consider.
Excellent from start to finish. Look forward to hearing the speakers and meeting someone new to
learn from their experience in CTE.
Updates were well paced.
Communication and book was fine
It was fine.
Perfect
Very good.
All were well done.
The passport was cool, but there were too many options, it was a bit overwhelming.
I would like more information about the breakout sessions earlier.
appropriate
It would be nice to receive the agenda farther in advance to plan whether or not to attend.
Great and still monitoring (website) for info posted by presenters and exhibitors. Awesome after
event party for additional materials and supplies for the classroom...
Good communication.
ok, did not need so many reminders about it, program book was fine
Very good.
A lot of communication... Thank-you!
Email and website was first-rate.
Excellent communication.
Updates were sufficient.
Perfect!
They were informational.
The program book was good. I wasn't aware of any website updates.
Well communicated to participants.
Everything was great! Interacting was fun.
Just right!!
Everything was great. Denise and the crew did a wonderful job.
I received information from my Carl Perkins consortium, otherwise I had never heard of it before. I
also felt that it would have been better if we could have had a little more time before the
conference to know what would be presented.
Good
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I would've liked one more email prior the week of the event to remind me it was coming up. There
also seemed to be a glitch in the mailing system as I received the "correct address for the event"
email about 5 times on Wed. night.
All were great. No suggestions for improvement at this time.
not techie so did not post to any of the above (social media)
Excellent information/content.
Communication was helpful and the book was informative.
I appreciated the updated reminders. The book was nicely done.
There were WAY too many emails prior to the event. Some were good, but after a while, as a
presenter, I wasn't sure which email I needed to open to find the information I needed. The book
was helpful to determine which sessions I wanted to attend.
We heard from teachers and faculty that more details on the breakout sessions would be beneficial.
Many teachers have to ask for a sub months in advance and they did not feel they had enough
information about the summit by that time to commit to attending the event. Details on the date
and registration process where available in a timely, clearly articulated fashion.
Enjoyed the book, communication before the conference was well planned and not overwhelming.
I used the Conference app...it was really good being able to look at the information ahead of time
and plan the day. Very impressive.
Communication was great and the book did a good job
The email content was great, however, I received 3 of 2 different notifications. Something was off
there.
I felt VERY well informed. Oh I forgot to mention parking was a pain.
It seems people needed more info on parking. Otherwise frequency of communications was fine.
I don't use Twitter or Facebook or work purposes.
Directions were confusing....parking was not good, but the food and sessions were amazing!
Include directions to non-reserved spots on lower levels of ramp if held at Crowne Plaza again
Liked all except wrong address. Very much liked the email reminder the day before summit.
Hotel info was a mistake....it was the only email/link I looked at the day before...it just happened to
be the wrong one.
Make sure your event address is correctly given out at all times.
Lots of e-mail regarding the address mistake.
To reduce number of people registering for Summit at last minute - Create early-bird pricing and/or
cut off PO registration 2 weeks ahead of conference, allow credit cards only for late payments
Have clear registration deadlines
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8B2) Communications: What are your thoughts about the quality and frequency of the
email and website updates prior to the Summit? What about the program book received at
the Summit?
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The program book was nicely designed.
The program book was excellent.
Program book was excellent!
Program book was easy to navigate.
The program was fine. It was well laid out.
Program book was fine. Not into social media
The book was good that we got at the conference.
I thought the program book was good.
There should be a map of where the rooms are located in the program. I'd just lose the icons and
key. So many overlap and it was just kind of confusing. The title Feature Concurrent Workshop is
misleading. Could also say it's during lunch.
I thought the program book was well done and a nice resource to have while navigating the
conference.
Program book was really well-done.
Too much money spent on book
The program book was great! I enjoyed the layout, the intended audience, and the category listing
on workshops.
The book was well planned out and provided great insight into the sessions and schedules.
Book was helpful so I knew where to go
The book was well planned out and very helpful.
Communications was adequate but information in the program book was not accurate.
The book was very effective although there was an error on the time (page #3, block A).
All of the updates and program book were great, however there was a mistake in the schedule in
the book, which was confusing.
Program book was well-done except for a few schedule errors this year. It happens.
Program book is good- mixed me up with the Time block A printed time being incorrect.
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9B2) What was the one valuable piece of knowledge or information you gained from this
year's CTE Works! Summit?
Speakers/Sessions
























Barrington's message. period.
The message Captain B delivered.
Inspiration and hope from keynote speaker.
Captain Barrington...getting the donations to build his plane
The Flying classroom.
AM Keynote Speaker Outstanding!
I felt the keynote was the key to what I took away from the conference. The three things he
resonated to me was, when will I use this in life, why do I need to know this and who cares. These
are the things we have to impress on students today.
Working with at-risk students - through Barrington Irving's presentations
The Snapshot speakers with real examples of CTE in action were most effective for me. To hear their
experiences and then to network with others was valuable.
MN Teacher licensing processes will be changing.
Teacher Licensure via Portfolio
Teacher Licensure info.
Portfolio licensure review process
Learning how other states/colleges utilize Perkins funds during the Multi-State Study breakout.
Information about employer advisory boards in the Win-win break out session.
Being able to teach teamwork by getting the group to do the hula hoop activity!
The manufacturing youth skills program.
Employer Data information
How to present Perkins accountability target data in a clear, easy-to-understand format.
I will definitely be looking into HealthForce. The free curriculum and resources will be a great asset
to many of my science teachers.
Resources for career fields and pathways at the RealTime Talent presentation.
RealTime Talent availability for use
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Appendix xiii
9C) In your opinion, what important topic was missed or not adequately covered?















More sessions or information relating to the business/marketing area, such as sessions that would
help business/marketing teachers tie current and future industry standards into their lessons and
content area.
Agricultural Education always seems to be lacking in the topics offered.
More content area for the various CTE areas - agriculture, business, health. Would like to see more
teachers encouraged to attend. Saw many administrators and post-secondary.
Agricultural and other areas specifics to CTE.
Working the politics of CTE.
How to involve legislators in our efforts
Perhaps more information on legislative initiatives effecting CTE.
It would be nice to have state legislators or community members present to hear the concerns and
hopes for CTE. It would also be great to have a legislative view of funding or opportunities for
creative funding to support CTE work throughout the state.
Post-secondary and Ex-Offender/Transitions is still largely underrepresented in sessions.
Serving the needs of adult learners. We know that even many high school grads are not prepared
for the rigors of higher ed or training programs. We know that, but we don't partner and plan to
address this gap in meaningful ways. Adult Education teachers are teachers. We just have different
learners.
In fairness, most of the attendees I met were very happy with the conference and grateful for it, but
I would argue that universities shouldn’t have been invited to attend. Consider that the CTE Works!
conference marketed itself this way: "This Summit is an annual event planned by committee
members from the Minnesota State colleges and Minnesota Department of Education. It has
continued to grow over the years into the premiere conference connecting the career and
technical education community in the Upper Midwest. Participants and presenters alike come from
high school, colleges and universities, workforce, local business and industry partners, and our local
communities to convene once a year and share best practices for helping every student meet
community and workforce needs." On the face of it, nothing excludes the career center of a
Minnesota State university, but something should have. Once there, I discovered that there really
wasn't a reason for our institution to have attended. I don’t think we’re a Perkins school. I assumed
that the conference would be filled with reps from MNSCU’s schools’ custom training and
continuing education departments but met none. (Why was that?) I don’t mean to be effete, but
here is a difference that makes a difference to our students: A university’s students hold completely
different expectations of the word "career" from that of the CTE Works!’s attendees I met. Our
students' average age is 32. They say they have full-time jobs but returned to college because they
wanted to find a “career”. There’s quite a distinction between what they mean and the same word
used at CTE Works!, and I'm making a value judgement. We need both, but as a staff member who
supports university level students, I have to embrace their definition. A career to our students means
a stable position at a substantial employer with a possible path of progress through continuous
improvement, increased responsibility, and improved remuneration. They want careers that require
a four-year degree (or else they were foolish to have finished theirs). My point is that we are also in
the careers community, but serving a different population, and didn't belong at and shouldn’t have
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been invited to CTE Works!, excellent conference though it was, because our students couldn’t be
served by it. If Minnesota State wanted to do a conference regarding best practices in developing
careers for graduates of the seven state universities that would be very much appreciated. You'd
find us to be active, enthusiastic, and humble participants.
Seemed very focused on secondary education topics
There are not enough session for postsecondary
Have keynote speaker of interest to college faculty
Partner more with Minn State faculty development, specific campuses to provide session proposals
Offer pre-conference event for colleges
I think we might attract more post-secondary staff and faculty if we also include workshops that
speak specifically to some of their interests.
Host workshops about CTE scope, definition and branding at for both secondary and postsecondary perspectives.
Part of improved messaging about value and promise of CTE for postsecondary
Addressing policies and practices as it relates to the value of CTE and getting legislators, parents
and others to understand CTE; A panel on addressing barriers would be helpful as the panel of
employers/professionals cannot adequately address these issues. 2) Working with students with
disabilities, although there was a session that did help address issues.
Paperwork that all coordinators are using that I may be missing or is designed better for use that I
could use in my setting.
How to win awards - How to build advisory teams
how to pick up CEU's
how do we promote CTE vs academics with parents and principals.
Vocational information for young adults continuing education. What opportunities are there after
high school. How do they apply for jobs after graduation Temp agencies? open a business How?
how to get license? example Low Voltage License? Technology trainings and opportunities for
young adults. How to become entrepreneur if you are a low income young adult?
Supporting math and reading instruction in CTE classes.
How can the "individual" find the resources needed to work with students one on one, when
speaking about the possible of taking CTE classes and having a career in a Tech field.
more inclusion of ABE into the CTE field
Space was a large issue this year as there was not enough space. It was cramped in the hallways
between sessions and the vendors didn't have enough room.
Need more breakout sessions for my staff. Secondary teachers should come to this
Secondary- work-based learning/employability skills/career planning
Universal paperwork across Work Based Settings. I know MDE has all the forms. But it still seems
districts I have spoken with still have different looks, and I just want to know what is the happy
medium to modifications of those documents to still be in compliance....
See prior feedback. Instructor centered info sessions.... best-practices in student orgs, instruction,
delivery of online learning, integration of technology, business/industry partnerships, advisory
committees, Your First Year(s) in CTE (off of the ACTE book). Even round table discussions about
topics. I never recommend this conference to my peers because it doesn't seem as relevant to
classroom instructors. Even a session ACTE/MnACTE/MACTA membership would be interesting for
new teachers.
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How to handle working with students in CTE programs that are on IEP's that DO NOT CARE about
the elective class they are taking or are on the spectrum and will never work in the industry. How
can we better provide for them to get them ready for work?
secondary/postsecondary collaboration
You had the president of ACTE at the conference. Why was she not introduced or given an
opportunity to address the crowd?
Information about current innovations at technical colleges, two year colleges moving toward
research, etc.
I’m not sure. There was one break out time that had 3 sessions I was interested in and 1 break out
time that at none I was interested in. So I think there was a good balance, but I couldn't be at
everything.
Need a resource list.
I just think if there were more activities I can use in my classroom that is always a good thing.
Industrial Technology opportunities
More breakouts from classroom teachers. Also, maybe a meet and greet with the Specialists from
MDE??
didn't see anything here for students with disabilities
New and visionary CTE programs
More information on state initiatives & local implementation - due to time factor rather than the
sessions - need more time.
none great - could easily be a full two day with break outs each day.
I would love to see more on grading practices and real talk on how we continue to build
relationships with parents, guardians, and community members about the need for CTE career
paths.
I wish Teacher Cadet was a session and not an after meeting. It made the day too long.
Opportunity to breathe and a space to breathe between sessions - space to network based on
professional groups.
Practice using the technology prior to the presentations to make sure everything works.
Sp Ed /ELL work based learning
Challenges of implementing TSAs
More industry-specific sessions, info about business trends – not exhibitor sessions
More teacher-led sessions for business and industry innovations (as PD for teachers)
Disabilities in CTE
Faculty development for college technical program instructors
Industry panel – focus on lesser known high-demand pathways
High-demand industry reps – health care for example
We could use the GOOD JOBS THAT PAY WITHOUT A BA report that just came out as the
foundation for the panelists.
Content-area specific sessions – in business and health, ag
Applying academic indicators, contextualized learning
Deeper dive of two or so of the special populations at each conference
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Appendix xiv
10B2) Other suggestions about future Career & Technical Education conferences
Summit Agenda/Format




















Move to 1-1/2 days, postsecondary with workforce development/employers on second day. Keep
the pre-conference session offerings.
Go to a longer event, maybe 2-3 days
The pace of the day was rushed. I would have liked an evening networking event, or socializing
event.
More time - 1 1/2 days
Extend conference to 1.5-2 days plus pre-conference day
Extend Summit to 2 days or 1 and a 1/2 days
Review agendas from other state CTE conferences, discipline association conferences for ideas of
how to format multi-day conference
If possible perhaps some industry tours or direct presentations by industry partners regarding
opportunities or best practices would be good. Might require people to choose between on site
presentations or off-site tours/presentations.
I like these types of conferences and I wish they were offered a few times per year, verses just once.
We need to have more sessions that address the shortages in colleges in state that train future CTE
teachers, also we need to focus on Manufacturing careers and Transportation Careers as there is
currently and will continue to be large shortages of employees in these areas.
Have passing breaks longer than 15 minutes to promote conversations
Schedule free times for informal meetings, discussions
Have separate room for attendee lounge for conversations/networking
Invite new CTE teachers in on the evening before to allow for a longer session. Many left early or
attended another session during Block 4.
Is there a way we can get more secondary principals, superintendents, school board members, and
other stakeholders to this conference? CTE continues to fight for their existence in many secondary
schools. If there was a way to get district leaders to attend this conference so they could hear from
industry leaders about the predicted job shortages and other necessary CTE skills needed in the
future, I think we could start to better incorporate and expand CTE programs in secondary
education. It seems like secondary districts are most concerned with college readiness which mostly
seems to be focusing resources on state/standardized testing. Could we give district leaders an
incentive to attend the CTE Works Conference?
Needs to be more than one day -- too many breakout at once, not enough time for networking.
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Appendix xv
10B3) Other suggestions about future Career & Technical Education conferences
About the Venue


























The venue was very tight in space. The breakout rooms were crowded and hard to get around.
But, all in all, it is a very good conference and beneficial for those who attend.
Please have the breakout rooms larger. Three of the four sessions I attended had people standing
in them because there wasn't enough seating. The rooms were hot.
Ensure the space is adequate for breakout sessions.
This year was frustrating because of the venue. The parking was inadequate for the number of
participants and some of the rooms were too small. Also, it would also be great to locate the
conference on the west side of the Twin Cities. So much of the state has to travel all the way over
to the St Paul side. I benefited from the topics and sessions but had such a frustrating start to my
day with the parking issue. Nice job with the content but let's look to west metro venues. The
Plymouth location at highway 55 and 494 was a great location and venue.
Larger break out rooms. Better heating controls.
Need a large enough venue to handle the attendees
The venue was good yet the parking was not very well laid out and with no signage was somewhat
frustrating. Some of the breakout rooms were very small and had people leaning against the wall or
kneeling on the floor.
Better venue and less food
A little better venue, this year was a little cramped. Also, keep that good looking Jared out of site, he
was distracting the female attendees! Did Jared write this?
How about the Chaska Conference Center? They have many hotels around to choose from.
(NOTE: The Oak Ridge Conference Center has a capacity of 200 people.)
Bigger venue. Main space was too cramped and so were the breakout sessions.
Larger space and more parking availability.
Parking needs to be factored in to the conference site. There is no way 400 cars could have parked
in the ramp for that center and we did not receive an email about the parking until after I had
already left for the business day. An email after 5pm is not going to catch most people.
Better space to fit all of us.
The exhibitions tables were too crowded. Need more room for them as it was hard to talk with
them, especially the Centers of Excellence. I wanted more information but they were so close
together I couldn't tell them apart.
A better venue that is not so cramped. Everything was so cramped. Also, all the chairs should just
be facing the presenter instead of at meeting tables where you had to strain your neck the whole
time.
Ballroom too crowded for lunch
Do we want to cap attendance at 440 people and stay at Crowne Plaza or do we want to continue
to grow attendance?
Shape of Apollo Terrace room not good
Food very good and lots of it – pumpkin squash soup
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The Crown Plaza was not a good setting for this conference. The rooms were oddly shaped and
over crowded. Parking was terrible.
Choose a venue that can accommodate the number of people that attend the conference. This
conference was too crowded and parking was not adequate.
I would suggest not using the Crown Plaza Aire again. Parking was difficult and wasted a lot of time
trying to find a place. The dinner wasn't as good as at previous venues and it was very crowded and
there weren't enough chairs for people for the keynote address. In room 4 for the first session there
weren't any chairs at all.
General Comment: The conference hotel was way too small! It was very crowded. I really liked it at
the MOA Radisson Blue, but heard it was too expensive. One cost-savings could be to cut back on
the wonderful food! It was great and very much appreciated, but I feel like it could be scaled back
to save money. A light lunch and unlimited coffee and pastries would suffice! :)
Reconsider the space. This bowling alley type arrangement was very difficult to maneuver.
The venue for this conference was absolutely terrible - the worst conference location I have ever
attended! The location, the logistics of the facilities, the narrow rooms that were crowded, the
goofy parking ramp situation. It was a pain to visit the outside trailers, so I didn't. I also stayed there
the night before and the closeness to the airport would have disturbed my sleep if I didn't have
earplugs.
need a larger space, the venue this year was way to crowded and sessions had people sitting on
the floor.
Clearer “pathway” lines during the conference. Could we “flip” it?? Meaning, we have 6 Career
fields, could there be 1 strand presentation in each block from each career field? Just a thought.
Would probably need a few more presentation rooms. But this would probably draw more people
from across all CTE fields.
Please do not use this location again. While Bloomington is convenient for me, this hotel was not.
Finding the hotel, correct parking ramp, and then dealing with not enough spaces to park in based
on the directions originally given were very frustrating. While the inside space looked nice, many of
the rooms were cramped, especially the main meeting room. I also attended a workshop that was
very popular and the room was not large enough to hold everyone.
Food was great!
Hotel staff were great!
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Appendix xvi
10C) Suggestions for other CTE or career pathways professional development
activities

























Regional; special interest topics; podcasts; sponsor/advertise/partner with other events
District or regional time to meet and network. Let us eat without talking at us
How to build connections in community even though teachers are so busy and burned out
More advocacy and time for CTE teachers to interact in general. I know this is difficult with how
busy their schedules are but could still be a focus some how
Maybe bring job-alike secondary staff (ex. Ag, Business, FACS, Industrial Technology) together over
the course of the year for professional development.
More opportunity (be intentional) for Affinity Groups to connect.
more sessions for secondary and postsecondary to work together
Teacher licensing across state lines, we need to get on the same page!
One workshop idea might be to provide a training or certification opportunity for CTE educators. For
example, the WISE! Program provides a training and teacher certification opportunity at several
conferences, such as National JumpStart, National Business Education Association. Teachers can do
the on-line training prior to the conference, and then take the certification test at the conference. I
know several teachers of personal finance would appreciate that "local/in-state" opportunity to do that.
Employability skills affect all CTE areas. Leadership development through CTSO organizations.
Create a workshop designated for internships/apprenticeships that already exist and have these
companies present to CTE staff on how to get involved. This could be in a regional manner or for
all members. It would be good to hear and see what an actual working model looks like and not
just have it be informative on how to set one up.
How to incorporate MCIS, DEED, or other tools that are available with limited access.
Paperwork for work coordinators. So many do such different things, it would be nice to be
universal or know what is too much to allow me to focus elsewhere...
More for FACS teachers! More for work-based learning in the schools, not strictly agricultural
occupations, or adults or correction focuses. Information for me to use at my secondary school!
More information on work based learning
Mike Rowe as a guest speaker? (NOTE: Our conference is too small/not open to the public to book
Mr. Rowe.)
Data retrieval and collection forms and devices
Interactive classroom, fun and easy ways to teach soft skills, making the classroom interesting when
teaching job skills.
CTE or career pathways professional development activity in the summer - summer conference that
is tied in with ACTE affiliates?
People who usually come to the CTE summit are people who support CTE. Superintendents,
principals to hear about the need for CTE in the schools and community business leaders need to
be at the table to emphasize that there are great job opportunities in our communities that do not
require a four year degree.
Loved the national notable speakers and those that are home grown
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